Abstract-The ATLAS detector is in the second year of continuous LHC running. A starting point for ATLAS physics
We present the experience of large-scale data reprocessing campaigns and group data processing on the Grid.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE "raw" data from the ATLAS detector ( Table I shows that ATLAS distributed computing resources are an order of magnitude larger than the resources at the CERN alone. ATLAS uses Grids with three different interfaces split in ten "clouds" organized as large computing centres with tape data storage (Tier-l sites) each associated with 5-6 other computing centres (Tier-2 sites). Plus more than a hundred of ATLAS Tier-3 sites used for the physics analysis. All these computing resources are used in further data processing steps following the ATLAS detector data reconstruction.
II. REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNOLOGIES

A. Reproducibility of Results
For Grid Data Processing (GOP) we developed Sites
Validation tools that ensure that all Grid sites produce numerically identical outputs for the same raw data inputs.
Sites Validation ensures that the same ATLAS software and conditions/calibrations versions are used worldwide and excludes discrepancies due to heterogeneity of the Grid such as site-specific CPU (AMD/lntel), system libraries, batch systems, etc. Sites Validation tools also enable software release validation with a large-scale data sample, which reveals rare software bugs.
B. Scalable Database Access
To prevent scalability problems in database access on the Grid we developed a GOP technology for access to the conditions/calibrations data, which is similar to the raw event data and software release distribution on the Grid. Matching the underlying architecture of the data-processing Grid, the Database Release technology integrates in a single dataset all conditions/calibrations data required for reconstruction [2] . During data taking, ATLAS data management algorithm placed two copies of each raw dataset at different Tier-I sites according to the agreed shares; one copy was to disk, another copy to tape. ATLAS workload management system PanDA matched data processing tasks to the Tier-1 sites to minimize the reprocessing duration. Regardless whether the copy was on disk or on tape, PanDA algorithm brokered each raw reconstruction task2 avoiding busy sites, which resulted in the reconstruction jobs 1 shares shown on the pie chart. (Dynamic workload sharing causes slight deviations from the agreed data shares.)
C. Workflow Orchestration
Leveraging the underlying workload management system PanDA [3] , our stable but flexible GDP meta-application framework orchestrates ATLAS data processing applications to ensure efficient usage of tens of thousands of CPU-cores.
Designed for generic applications, the system has a pull 105 scheduling implemented with "pilot" agents, an approach described earlier in [4] . During reprocessing the system monitors site performance and supports dynamic workload sharing minimizing the reprocessing duration (Fig. 3) . In addition, the fault-aware GOP framework allows sophisticated management of jobs I and tasks 2 to support fault management and system resilience.
D. Data Integrity
To facilitate physics discoveries, the reprocessing must minimize event losses. This is assured in GOP by automated resubmission of the failed data processing jobs, which excludes transient failures. The events that cannot be reconstructed during the reprocessing campaign are recovered promptly in a dedicated post-processing step using an updated software release and/or conditions and calibrations.
III. PET ASCALE DATA PROCESSING EXPERIENCE
It takes about three million core-hours to processes one petabyte of ATLAS data. During processing of one petabyte of data on the Grid, the peak throughput achieved twenty 
A. Six Sigma Quality
Thanks to the technologies described in the previous section, no events were lost during the main ATLAS lOne reconstruction job is a 32-bit Linux Python/C++ data processing application using up to 2 GB of memory on a single core for 8 to 12 hours to process few GB of input data and producing output data of a similar volume.
2 One task is a collection of jobs that process the same dataset.
reprocessing campaign of the 2010 data that reconstructed on the Grid more than 1 PB of data with 0.9 109 events. Attesting to high ATLAS software quality, in a recent 2011 data reprocessing only two colIision events out of 0.9 109 events total could not be reconstructed. These events were reprocessed later in a dedicated data recovery step.
Later, silent data corruption 3 was detected in six events from the reprocessed 2010 data and in one case of five adjacent events from the 2011 reprocessed data.
Corresponding to event losses below the 10.8 level, this demonstrates the "six sigma quality" performance sustained during one year.
GOP experience shows that correcting silent data corruption in a distributed petascale event store is prohibitively costly. To assure scalability, the data corruption must be detected in situ 4 •
In a petascale event store, every layer of services should not assume that the underlying layer never provide corrupted or inconsistent data. We must have redundancy in order to detect and recover from data corruption errors.
During the "first-pass" processing, the event losses have been at the 10-4 level, which were tolerated to deliver the reconstructed data promptly [5] . In reprocessing, GOP achieved a reduction in the event losses by four orders of magnitude at the expense of the core-hours used to recover transient failures. 
